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I purchased my Saturn when it was 2 years old and kept it until It was totaled in an accident 9
years later! My only repairs was the replacement of the battery and brake shoes done in my 8th
year of ownership. A Great automobile! I bought this car for my wife because, 1 it has a plactic
outer shell and never get's dimpled 2 supposedly it has a Honda Engine. It also had a 0. It's just
now giving some problems. Had to replace the middle drive-shaft support and spider bearing.
This is the first signs of major ware so I expect a little at a time as the mileage increases with
more use. We use this car every day! I purchased my VUE in July of I was driving one day in the
city and notice I had no acceleration to go. I notice that a light came on so I pulled over to check
the owners manual and it said the sensor reduction light was one. So I did what it said to do and
when I turned my car back on, it ran okay. I took it to the Saturn dealer and they told me it could
be either the gas pedal or my wiring harness. So we replaced my gas pedal.. Looking for help..
Not sure I trust this dealer.. I was a little hesitant going into it but since it was so cheap I figured
why not. I've had the car 2 years and it is now nearing 90k miles and I have absolutely NO
problems with it whatsoever. The car has never stalled or done anything suspect. I'm pretty
impressed considering the salvage title, not to mention I was in a major accident with it about a
year ago also I bought an 05 Saturn four years ago w k miles. It now has over k. The car isn't
perfect. The interior is cheap, the front buckets are not well designed. It is, on uphill climbs,
underpowered. It's also a bit noisy on the highway, but actually not more so than say, a Volvo
xc90 I drove one the other day, actually the Volvo is noisier. Parts are ridiculously cheap. It
shares a platform with every other gm brand. The four cylinder is known is the iron duke and is
regarded as one of the most reliable engines gm has ever made. Bottom line-very low cost of
ownership. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the VUE. View Photos.
List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars
1 star. The most loved vehicle I Ever owned My 3. And it's a Salvage. Items per page:.
Sponsored cars related to the VUE. Sign Up. I've had this car for two years and it still puts a
smile on my face to drive it 40 miles to work everyday. GM had the injector and pulley kit and
catback exhaust that made the car even better for very low cost. I love having a fast, reliable car
that handles great and did not break the bank. GM should make all their cars like this one. I may
have to upgrade to the turbo Cobalt SS next year. I bought the car with , on it. It now has , and
no problems at all. I was not fond of this car at all but after driving it for a year it really grew on
me. The fact that the car is basically dent proof is another plus, i was in two accidents with this
car and there is literally not a scratch on it. Although i am getting a new car i must say that i will
miss this car and hope that i have as much good luck with my ion as i do my altima. Might not
be the best but you wont regret it. This is first car I bought to get credit rating. I love this car!
Manual transmission. Never got less no matter what I carry! Aggressive driver! Love this car! I
also like where the dash is. Lights are good there. Don't bother night vision. Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. More about the ION. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code.
See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Items per page:.
Sponsored cars related to the ION. Sign Up. Following the withdrawal of a bid by Penske
Automotive to acquire Saturn in September , General Motors discontinued the Saturn brand and
ended its outstanding franchises on October 31, Alex C. Mair began discussions of a
"revolutionary new", small car project codenamed Saturn in June Smith and GM's President F.
James McDonald. Twelve months later, the first Saturn demonstration vehicle was revealed. On
January 7, , the Saturn Corporation was officially founded. Citing full disclosure, Saturn was
founded as a private, employee-owned company, by former GM leadership. They remained
private until GM bought them out, and effectively "rewrote" company history. Production of
both Saturn vehicles started in as early model year vehicles. The Saturn SW was later added for
GM had plans for a sedan , a coupe , a convertible, a wagon , and even a sport utility vehicle ;
however, Saturn's first sport utility vehicle , the Vue did not appear until the model year. The
first Saturn dealership opened in Memphis, Tennessee. Saturn Corporation was launched as a
"different kind of car company", and Saturn even had its own unique car models although later
models shared platforms with other GM vehicles to be more cost effective in the market , and
their own dealership network that was separate from the rest of GM. Results at Saturn, however,
were more doubtful than positive. According to The Wall Street Journal , the project was too
ambitious, as "everything at Saturn is new: the car, the plant, the workforce, the dealer network
and the manufacturing process. Not even Toyota , a highly successful and experienced
automaker, tackles more than two new items on any single project. Also, Saturn opened at
considerably higher cost than the Japanese transplants factories that Japanese automakers
established in the United States. Nonetheless, the brand was immediately known for its "no
haggle" prices. The first Saturn model, the S-Series , was significantly successful. In , Saturn's
,th car, "Carla", was built. In May , Saturn's one millionth car entered the market. In , Saturn
became the first General Motors North American vehicle to be fully built with right-hand-drive

on the same assembly line as the left-hand-drive vehicles the previous right-hand-drive GM
North American vehicle were built in countries with left-hand road rule using knock-down kit
and customized dashboard and steering components as it entered the Japanese market. Also in
, Saturn began production of its all new L-Series for the model year. By the time the Saturn
brand was launched in Japan, however, the Japanese economy was already in a sharp decline
following the collapse of the Japanese asset price bubble. That same year, the L-Series was
discontinued. The Sky roadster was introduced in as a model. In for the model year, the AURA
midsize sedan made its way to dealerships, alongside the Outlook , a larger CUV than the Vue,
and was the last year that the Ion was produced. The Ion was replaced by the European-built
Astra in Saturn was believed to have had a disagreement with GM and was not very accepting of
the company closing. In US Congressional hearings on December 2, , General Motors
announced its intentions to focus on their four core brands Chevrolet , Buick , Cadillac and
GMC , with the sale, consolidation, or closure of Saturn and the remaining brands Pontiac ,
Hummer , and Saab , with Oldsmobile having already discontinued production in In February ,
GM declared its intent to part with this brand by closing or selling the division, either to
investors or to dealers, as part of restructuring plans dependent upon the receipt of a second
round of government loans " bailout " funding. By the end of , GM closed all of its 46 Saturn
dealerships in Canada, even those Saturn dealerships also selling Saab vehicles. GM and
Penske decided that they could no longer make a business case to distribute Saturn vehicles in
Canada after the sale of the brand. Saturn's customer service, parts, and warranty operations
moved to other GM dealerships in Canada. On September 30, , Penske ended its deal with
General Motors because of Penske not finding another manufacturer to manufacture the Saturn
cars. At one point Penske was in talks with some car manufacturers including Renault Samsung
Motors and the Renault-Nissan Alliance , however talks with the Renault-Nissan Alliance had
ended mainly because of objections from the Nissan part of the alliance. Another part of the
deal between Penske and GM was for GM to continue making the Aura , the Outlook , and the
Vue until , and then another manufacturer would take over, but since Penske didn't find another
car manufacturer that was willing to continue production of Saturn vehicles, the deal between
Penske and GM ended. As a result of this, General Motors announced that the Saturn brand
would be discontinued in , and that all Saturn dealerships would be closed by October 31, , or
until all of their inventory had been sold. Customers were required to have owned their Saturns
for at least six months and were not required to trade them in to be eligible for the incentives.
Saturn Authorized Service Providers are responsible for all aspects of service, including
warranty service, on Saturn vehicles. The Captiva Sport was mostly unchanged from the
discontinued Saturn Vue. However, the Captiva Sport did not have a hybrid version available,
like the Vue did. Originally, the company's products used a dedicated platform called the Z-body
and a dedicated engine, the 1. All of the original Saturns featured dent-resistant plastic body
panels which were also touted as allowing the company to change the look of the vehicles
readily. However, in practice, the company did not often take advantage of this capability. The
Saturn S-Series family of cars were produced from to S-Series cars had three generations: First
generation cars were produced from to For the model year Saturn used a "first generation"
exterior and "second generation" interior. The exterior of the model looked the same as the first
generation cars, but it had larger gauge faces on the instrument cluster and a redesigned center
console. In , the second generation S-Series sedan was introduced. The third generation sedan
received only minor design changes for the production run. Most notably, the exterior body
panels were updated once again, and new paint colors were offered. The sedan retained many
of the same mechanical components with an updated interior design. In , the second generation
of the sport coupe model was introduced with a more scooped headlight front. The coupe
models received a suicide door behind the driver side door. The wagon was introduced for the
model year and it was produced until The first significant change came with the Saturn L-Series
mid-size car. It shared the GM platform with the Opel Vectra , along with its engine. It was built
at a GM factory in Wilmington, Delaware. The model year cars were designated LS-1 4 cylinder
and LS-2 6 cylinder. However, as Lincoln-Mercury owned the LS designator, and to prevent a
lawsuit, Saturn changed the designators to L and L for the model years â€” The Saturn L was
discontinued after the model year. The production of the Saturn Ion was temporarily stopped for
three weeks in due to Saturn dealerships having an overstock of Ion vehicles. The plastic body
panels were discontinued on all Saturn models after the model year. None of the Saturn models
used plastic body panels. The Saturn Astra was a rebadged version of the Opel Astra. The
Saturn Astra was built in Antwerp, Belgium. Saturn had featured two sub-lines of their vehicles:
the Green Line and the Red Line. The Green Line Saturn models were environmentally friendly
mild hybrid vehicles, and the Red Line Saturn models were high-performance and sporty
vehicles. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Former car manufacturing subsidiary of

General Motors. This article is about the General Motors subsidiary. For other uses, see Saturn
disambiguation. This section does not cite any sources. Please help improve this section by
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â€” Richard G. Motors Liquidation Company General Motors. Saturn S-Series. Saturn L-Series.
Wikimedia Commons has media related to Saturn vehicles. Compact car. S series. Mid-size car.
L series. Compact SUV. Mid-size SUV. Concept car. Saturn cars were produced in the United
States until the company disbanded in Funding Universe reports that Saturn represented an
attempt by GM to compete with Japanese auto manufacturers, with marketing that promised an
alternative to other compact car makers. Saturn vehicles were originally made in Spring Hill,
Tennessee. Consumer Reports notes that of the five Saturns released in , only the Aura
received high enough ratings to receive the magazine's recommendation. This source also
cautions against purchasing a vehicle from a discontinued brand because of the lack of rebates
and the limited trade-in value these models will have. If you do purchase a Saturn that still has a
valid warranty, GM will honor any claims and provide the required maintenance and repairs.
Over time, however, the ability of GM automotive techs to work on these vehicles may be limited
by the scarcity of Saturn models. It might also be difficult for the dealership to obtain parts for
old Saturn models. If you are committed to purchasing a Saturn, be prepared to spend time and
money to get your vehicle repaired when needed, especially if you opt for the Vue, Sky, or
Outlook models. If a recession occurs or simply as time passes, many suppliers and vendors
for these parts may close the business or go bankrupt. Consumer Reports recommends
understanding these risks before committing to a Saturn purchase. According to Ranker , the
vehicle models released by the company over its life span include:. According to Savannah Now
, Consumer Reports , and Edmunds , Penske Automotive planned to purchase Saturn but
backed out in , after which production of the vehicles officially ended. Saturn's company history
notes that its original vehicles all used the same 1. Plastic panels comprised the body and
resisted dents. Although they were designed to provide versatility, the company rarely used this
feature. The original S-Series models had three generations. The first design was manufactured
from to In , the company released an S-Series model with a redesigned interior and a
first-generation exterior. The car had a center console redesign with larger instrument gauges.
The first-generation single-cam Saturn engines offered 85 horsepower, while the other
generations had dual overhead cam engines that provided horsepower. The complete
second-generation model of the S-Series came out in and lasted until The single-cam engine
option offered horsepower, or you could boost power with the aforementioned dual cam.

Third-generation S-series models were released from to These featured small changes like
exterior body panel updates, new exterior color options, and a redesigned interior. The original
Saturn sport coupe received an exterior redesign with revised headlights in In , models were
upgraded with a third door behind the driver door. This model had the same engine and GM
platform as the Opel Vectra, but the engine was available in both four-cylinder and six-cylinder
versions. The Vue and the Ion were the last models made with Saturn's distinctive plastic body
panels. This design was discontinued in Saturn's models were constructed using the GM
Lambda platform. Saturn also released Red Line models, which featured sporty design and
optimized performance. The manufacturer's Green Line models featured eco-friendly hybrid
technology. According to Saturn, the idea for an all-new type of small car came from Alex C.
Mair in summer By fall , GM president F. James McDonald and chairman Roger B. Smith were
on board with the idea. The first Saturn concept vehicle was released in fall and the company
was officially formed in early At that time, it was a private company owned by former GM
leaders but was eventually bought out by GM. When the company decided to make Saturn a
separate brand, production on the SL and the SC began in for the model year. The Saturn SW
wagon joined the other early models in Saturn's no-haggle price model immediately gained
popularity with buyers both in the U. Saturn celebrated the release of its ,th car, which the
company named Carla, in , and its millionth car in The first GM vehicle released with right-hand
drive but built on left-hand drive assembly lines was a Saturn model. The brand hit two million
vehicles when it expanded into the Japanese market in However, Japan was facing a recession
caused by the asset price bubble of The North American Auto Show saw the release of the
rebadged Opel Flextreme concept vehicle, a glimpse of what could have been the future of a
late-century automaker. Although new Saturn vehicles have not been available in the United
States for some years, those who are interested in these models can still seek pre-owned
Saturns from years past. For any feedback or correction requests please contact us at research
caranddriver. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. The
Best Sedans of Best EVs and Hybrids of Best Pickup Trucks of Best Minivans and Vans of Best
Station Wagons of Justin Sullivan Getty Images. Buying a Saturn Consumer Reports notes that
of the five Saturns released in , only the Aura received high enough ratings to receive the
magazine's recommendation. You may be able to find more information about this and similar
content at piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From Research. Net to see
more pictures of this vehicle or call us at today to schedule your t. Please visit our website at
for more photos and information for this vehicle. We have a great selection of used cars trucks
vans SUVs and buses. Visit Vectra Auto Sales online at to see more pictures of this vehicle or
call us at today to schedule your test drive. Clean carfax. Visit Warsaw Auto Center online at
warsawautocenter. Com to see more pictures of this vehicle or call us at today to schedule your
t. Salvage running and driving vehicle! This vehicle sold with only a salvage bill of sale. What
you need to do: 1. Fix what wrong with it 2. Get it. Be sure of your safety with a crash test rating
of 4 out of 5 stars. Check out this Red Saturn Ion 3 with , miles. Runs and Drives Great nbsp
nbsp nbsp nbsp nbsp nbsp nbsp nbsp nbsp nbsp nbsp nbsp nbsp nbsp nbsp nbsp nbsp nbsp
nbsp nbsp nbsp nbsp nbsp nbsp nbs. Check out this Silver Saturn Ion 2 with , miles. Check out
this Grey Saturn Ion 2 with , miles. Just had services done including Timing belt water pump oil
change and plugs! New exhaust. This VUE was gently driven and it shows. There is no reason
why you shouldn't buy this Saturn VUE. It is incomparable for. This Storm Grey Saturn Ion 3
might be just the sedan for you. Drive away with an Check out this Saturn Vue Base with , miles.
Shop with confidence when buying from Metro Motors KC. Visit Metro Motors KC online at
metromoto. You can reach us at 7 2 0. At this time we are By Appointment Only. Call us ahead
of time or when you're heading in. We are open Mon. Recent Arrival! New arrival. Please contact
dealer at This Saturn Relay 2 is a Carfax Certified 1-owner vehicle and is powered by a 3. Get
notified when we have new listings available for saturn. We use cookies to personalize your
experience. More info. Trovit Saturn saturn. X x Receive the latest car listings by email. Receive
new listings by email saturn. By creating this email alert, you agree to our Terms and our
Privacy Policy. You can unsubscribe at any time. Make Saturn. Year No minimum No maximum
Number of doors No minimum 2 3 4 5. No maximum 2 3 4 5. Reduced Price! Similar searches "
saturn": saturn sedan. ISeeCars 1 day ago. Report View car. ISeeCars 2 days ago. ISeeCars 3
days ago. Check price. ISeeCars 6 days ago. ISeeCars 4 days ago. ISeeCars 9 days ago.
ISeeCars 10 days ago. ISeeCars 12 days ago. X Get notified when we have new listings available
for saturn x Receive the latest car listings by email. Manage my alerts. Trovit by:. Our search
engines. Follow us. Download the app. More info Disagree Agree. Tell us how we can improve.
CarGurus has 14 nationwide L listings and the tools to find you a great deal. Saturn had
experienced slow sales with the L and pared down the lineup to 1 trim, the base sedan. The
manufacturer's signature midsize experienced no significant changes in its final year. The L

uses the 3. Gas consumption runs from 21 mpg in the city to 28 mpg on the highway. This
model seats 5 with standard features that include power windows, power door locks, cd player,
ABS brakes, and traction control. Options include sunroof and power seats. Cargo space comes
out to Overall, consumers feel the same as they always have about the L They like the value and
solid handling. However, they could do without the road noise and uninspired design. After
discontinuing the L in , Saturn decided to take a year off from the midsize market before
introducing the more stylish Aura in Car turns over just will start up,car sat for awhile battery
went dead, charged it up still will not run. My Saturn L driver side tire keeps locking down while
making it very hard to drive.. Than it loosen up and I park it.. What can be wrong with it. The
light for low antifreeze came on. Put water in the resivior and water just drained out and look
like wa Average user score. Based on 2 reviews. It Has Been Ok by dankin. Updated Jan 4, by
Anonymous. What's your take on the Saturn L? Have you driven a Saturn L? Rank This Car.
Have questions? Ask a question. Browse questions. Favorite Favorite. Saturn L Experts. Know
more, shop wisely Search. Other Years. Used Cars for Sale. Select Year This page is for
personal, non-commercial use. The amount you can expect to pay if you buy aSaturnION from a
private seller. The amount you can expect to pay if you buy aSaturnION from a dealer. Based on
the Black Book value of a SaturnION, this is the amount you can expect to receive for
yourSaturnION if you sell it to the dealer at the same time you are purchasing a new vehicle. The
amount you can expect to actually receive for yourSaturn if you sell it privately. We've ranked
all the pickup trucks that have been on the market for at least three years by resale value. See
how much each vehicle depreciates right here. Some cars depreciate a lot more than others.
These are the vehicles that lost the most value after three years of ownership. We get it. Ads
can be annoying. But ads are also how we keep the garage doors open and the lights on here at
Autoblog - and keep our stories free for you and for everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd
be so kind as to allow our site, we promise to keep bringing you great content. Thanks for that.
And thanks for reading Autoblog. Articles Articles. Jan 14, Official. Joel Stocksdale. Nov 19,
Featured. Jeremy Korzeniewski. Oct 14, Featured. Aug 25, Official. Aug 19, Official. Aug 5,
Featured. Jul 20, Featured. Jun 15, Car Buying. Great Auto Loan Rates. Not all decisions will
happen immediately. Decision time may vary depending on the lender or dealer you are
matched with. We notice you're using an ad blocker. Please consider allowing Autoblog. Allow
Us! Here's how to disable adblocking on our site. Click on the icon for your Adblocker in your
browser. A drop down menu will appear. Select the option to run ads for autoblog. The exact
text will differ depending on the actual application you have running. Refresh the Autoblog page
you were viewing. Hey again! You still haven't turned off your adblocker or allowed our site. It
only takes a few seconds. You must be logged in to perform that action. You must have
JavaScript enabled to experience the new Autoblog. Please follow the instructions below to
enable JavaScript in your browser. A majority of all used US imports have either been in
accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject
to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands
of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with
a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping
millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden
problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with
their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had
the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us
and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Is it time to move on? Baby
steps. If you had to buy a Saturn Ion â€” and I would question why anyone would even consider
it â€” I suppose the could be considered the best of a bad bunch? I mean, GM did finally get rid

of that awful VTi transmission, and both the power steering problems and ignition switch defect
that plagued owners were recalled. The problem is they waited 10 years to recall the ignition
and let over 30, warranty claims get filed before they bothered to fix the power steering. So you
kind of have to wonder, is GM making these fixes to keep owners safe or just to keep
government lawyers from taking all their money? You be the judge. Curious how the Ion
compares to other years? Check out our Saturn Ion overview to see the most problematic years,
worst problems and most recently reported complaints with the Ion. Learn More. Bump the Ion
problem graphs up another notch. Get answers and make your voice heard! Print report. Spread
the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Click on a category below for
details. Add Your Complaint Bump the Ion problem graphs up another notch. Another
subsidiary of automobile giant, General Motors, is the Saturn Corporation. Saturn is an
automobile manufacturer which was established on January 7 The birth of this company is due
to the success of automobile importations in the US. Its assembly plant is located in Spring Hill,
Tennessee. Because Penske Automotive withdrew a bid with General Motors to purchase
Saturn in , the parent company had to let go of Saturn brand and ended its market in October
31, Prior to this, the production of Saturn cars were stopped in October 7, The name of the
company was coined by Alex C. Mair where he pictured a new, small-car company with a
codename Saturn in Smith and its president, F. James McDonald. Only one year after, the first
Saturn car was then released and on January 7, , the company was then officially inaugurated. It
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resembled mainly to the first Saturn SL model. It was really not meant to start a new brand and
it was initially decided that the Saturn SL was to be released under one of its brands during that
time including Pontiac , Oldsmobile, GMC , Chevrolet , Buick, and Cadillac. The Saturn SW was
then added to the list in General Motors planned on creating a new line for the Saturn
Corporation including a wagon, a coupe, a sedan, and a sport utility vehicle or SUV, but did not
pursue. Matter-of-factly, the first SUV under the Saturn brand called the Vue, did not make it
until in the year of The Saturn Aura is a mid-size sedan designed and manufactured by Saturn,
an American automaker. Production started in and seized in More About Saturn Aura on
Wikipedia. Saturn Vehicles Official Website. Skip to primary navigation Skip to main content
Skip to primary sidebar Skip to footer. Image source: wikimedia. Videos View All Videos.
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